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For any finitely connected open domain D bounded by Jordan curves, it is 
proved that there exists a function in A(D), the space of functions analytic in D and 
continuous on 0. having a maximum modulus of at most unity and taking given 
values of modulus at most unity at a finite number of given points on PD. Explicit 
constructions of such functions are given for the special cases of a disc. a domain 
between two circles, an elliptical ring. and an ellipse with a slit between its foci. It 
is hence proved that the projection I,, from A(D) onto the subspace of polynomials 
of fixed degree n ~ I which interpolate in n given points of i’D. has a Chebyshev 
norm equal to the supremum of the sum of the absolute values of the fundamental 
polynomials in the Lagrange interpolation formula. Similar results are also proved 
in the special cases of a domain between two circles with centres i,,. <, and an 
ellipse with a slit between its foci f I, when the interpolation subspaces are more 
appropriately chosen to be, respectively, polynomials of degrees ,r in (z - <, ) ’ and 
m-l in z-co. and functions of the form A,(z) + J(z’ ~ I) B,, ,(z). where A,, 
and B, , are polynomials of respective degrees n and n ~ I. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the space A(D) of functions analytic in a finitely connected open 
domain D and continuous on 0, where the boundary 20 consists of Jordan 
curves. Suppose that f(z) E A(D) IS interpolated by a polynomial I,,f of 
degree n - 1 in z at n distinct points zk (k = l,..., n) of %D, where I, denotes 
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Then it is well known (see 111) that 
where 
andfz is a minimax polynomial approximation of degree II - 1. Hence, 111,/1 
bounds the relative closeness of 1,f to a minimax approximation, and so its 
numerical value is of practical importance, as also are its properties as a 
function of /zk}. Now 
k=l 
where Zk(z) are the fundamental polynomials of the Lagrange interpolation 
formula 
(2) 
Assuming that attention is restricted to functions for which l/fj = 1, we 
deduce from (1) that 
ll~d-tl c Y” 
and, hence, 
where 
ll~rtll G Yn, (3) 
Yn = s’lPx lzk(z)ls (4) 
If z* is a point of attainment of this supremum and if there exists an analytic 
functionf(z), with l/f/l = 1, such that 
f(zk) = ok = sgn Z,(z *) (k = I,..., n), (5) 
where 
sgn z = z//z/, 
then it follows from (1) that 
VJX * I= Yn I
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and, hence, that 
//I,, I/ = ylf * ffil 
The formula (4) for I’,~ is computationally convenient and, indeed, has 
been used successfully. for example. by Geddes ] 2 ] on the ellipse to provide 
numerical bounds via (3) for jll,,]] and, hence. also for ]/.f- ,ff:]i. However. it 
follows from (6) that I’,, is actually equal to (rather than just a bound for) 
]]I,]]. and so the theory is tightened. provided that an anaiytic function f‘(z) 
of unit norm does indeed exist which satisfies (5). 
In deriving the formula (6) here. we are following the logic used in 
establishing the same formula (in .r) for interpolation on the real line (see, 
e.g., / 1 I), which depends on the existence of a continuous function of norm 
unity taking values k1 at given points. However. while the latter may be 
constructed by simply joining up the values i 1 by straight lines. there is no 
such trivial realisation of an analytic function with the required properties in 
the complex plane. In this paper we construct such a function for any 11.tuply 
connected bounded domain in i bounded by II Jordan curves. We first deal 
with such domains when the bounding Jordan curves are circles and then 
extend these results to the general situation by an appropriate appeal to well- 
known results on conformal mapping. 
Before proceeding further, we should make due reference to some earlier 
related work. In the case of the unit disc. a theorem of Rudin ]3 ] establishes 
the existence of an analytic function of unit norm with the sign property (5). 
and more recently in an unpublished report Rrutman /4] has given a 
construction of such a function based on a number of cornpositions and an 
appeal to the Riemann mapping theorem. Our corresponding construction in 
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.1 is more general (for a domain bounded by a 
number of circles) and more ~traightfor~vard (in that it consists of a single 
explicit polynomial}. 
2, THE Dtsc 
We tirst consider the unit disc 3 = (I- i ] < 1 1 and then by simple transfor- 
mations deduce results for a disc in a general position. 
W,(z) = (+y&)"". 
h 
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where mk E N will be specified later, and set 
Pk(Z) = W,(z) &,Nt4. 
Then, suppose that for some k, zk f aA. Given K > 0, E > 0, for all large 
mk there is a 6 > 0 such that, if arg(z/z,) = 8 (0 < / 191 S n), then 
(a) IP&)l < 1 -Kc?~ (IZI = 1, lOI < 4, 
tb) IP&)l < E (lzl=L~<lq<~). 
(c) Q-1 # k, !P,(z)l = O(e’) (1 z / = 1, B --) 0) unij&rmIy with respect 
to the choice of m, . 
ProojI If z = .zkeie, then 
I&&, 01 = /zk de - Cl I de - Gkl 
= 1 (e” - Ek)(e’” - i;,) 1. 
-_ 
Since @k = Gk one checks easily that 








--j-- + O(84) (0 + 0). 
Hence, if K > 0 is given, there is a 6 > 0 so that (a) of Lemma 2.1 holds for 
all large mk. 
On the other hand, there is a K (0 < fc < 1) such that 
where 6 is that specified above. On {I zI = I} there is a bound for I&,Jz)I 
depending only on z , ,..., zN and, hence, if mk is large enough both (a) and (b) 
are satisfied. 
For If k, there is a bound for the modulus of Pi(z) with 
{4/(z, zJ/$,(z,, z&j* divided out that depends only on z, ,.,., z,,,. Since the 
preceding factor has a double zero at z = zk the result (c) of Lemma 2.1 
follows. 1 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let .? ,,+..yz, E &l. In the preceding notation. l@- the 
exponents m, ,..., m, are suitably large and o, ,.... on are an)’ complex 
numbers of modulus at most 1 and f (z) is the pol.ynomial 
f‘(z)= ;‘, UkPk(Z). 
h-r 
then 
llf II < 1, f(Zk) = Ok (I < k < 12). f(zr) = 0 (I? +- I 5q k < ,Y). 
ProqjY (a} and fc) of Lemma 2.1 cope with the behaviour of S(z) on 
(1 z I= I 1 near to the points z , ,.... z,, and (bf copes with the remainder of the 
unit circle. I 
COROLLARY 2.2(i). The result of the theorem holds *for anll disc 
j/z - ii < y {. thar is, g&en IZ points w1 ,..., I?*,~ with /wi-[j==p (1 <k<n) 
and iv ,, + , . . . . . iv, E C : and numbers 0, . . . . . o,, E C of rnodl~~l~.~ at most 1, then 
there is a polynomial f (z) such that 
Z-i 
Qr(r) = 4 l-j--) 
and set 
The result of Corollary 2.2(i) now follows from Theorem 2.2. i 
COROLLARY 2.2(ii). The result of the theorem holds for any “disc 
exterior” (jz -- (1 > p}, that is, giuen n points w, ,.... w,, with 1 wi - [; = p 
(1 < k ,< n) and w,+, ,..., wZv E C; and numbers u, ,..., u, E C of modulus at 
most 1, then there is a function f (z), which is a po~~nom~a~ iti I/(z - [), such 
that 
llfll =II max(lftz)l: /z-ii 3~1 G 1, f(wk) = oh ( 1 < k < n), 
f(w,) = 0 (n + 1 < k < N). 
640’41’2 5 
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ProoJ: Let zk = p/(wk - 0 (1 < k < N) and define 
and set 
f(z)= 2 Ok Sk(Z). 
k=l 
The result of Corollary 2,2(ii) now follows from Theorem 2.2. 1 
3. FINITELY CONNECTED DOMAINS BOUNDED BY CIRCLES 
The following results from Section 2: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Given uk E 6, with Jukl < 1 (k = l,..., N). Let D be a 
finitely connected open domain bounded by circles, and let w, ,..., w, be given 
distinct points of I’D. Then there exists f (z) in A(D) such that 
IlfllS 1 and f(wk) = uk (k = l,..., N). 
Proof Dealing with the general case involves rather cumbersome 
notation, and so we shall restrict our attention to doubly connected domains. 
From our discussion it should be immediately clear how the construction 
may be developed in the general case. 
Let D be a doubly connected domain with outer boundary r, = 
(Iz-~,~=p,,} and inner boundary r,= {lz-[,l=pr}. Suppose that 
w, ,..., W, E I-,, and wn+, ,..., w, E Z-r. Assume that u, ,..., cN E C and each is 
of modulus 1 at most. Define Q,(z) as in the proof of Corollary 2.2(i). 
Define S,(z) as in the proof of Corollary 2.2(ii) except that we consider the 
wk in the order w,, 1 ,..., w,, w, ,..., w, and not in their natural order as we 
did in the earlier proof. Finally, set 
ftz> = k$l ok Q,(z) + ‘in on+kSk(Z)’ 
k=l 
Thenf(z) is analytic in D and by arguments similar to those in the proofs 
of Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries one finds that If(z)1 Q 1 (lz - [,,I = p,) 
and IS(z) I < 1 (lz - [, I = pr) and, hence, by the maximum modulus prin- 
ciple, 
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Also from the definition 
f(h’k) = Oh (1 <k<N), 
and so the proof is complete. n 
4. FINITELY CONNECTED DOMAINS BOUNDED BY JORDAN CURVES 
COROLLARY 4.1. Given uh E 8: M’ith :ol, 1 < 1 (k = I . . . . . N). Let D be u 
finitely connected open domain bounded by Jordan curces. and let <, . . . . . [, be 
given distinct points of PD. Then there exists a function F(z) in A(D) such 
that 
IIFII G 1 and FCC,) = DA (k = I,.... IV). 
Proof. It is known that there is a mapping q(z) which is a 
homeomorphism from 6 onto the closure of a domain of the kind considered 
in Corollary 3.1 and which is analytic in D. (See 15. Chap. IX. in particular. 
Theorems IX. 2, 35 I.) 
Let IVY = q(&,) and consider the function f’(z) of Section 3 relative to the 
~1~ and ok. If F(z) =f(@(z)), then F(z) is analytic in D. continuous on 0, 
F(i,)=a, (1 <k<N) and IlFllG 1. 1 
5. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTIONS IN SPECIAL CASES 
Explicit constructions of functions f’(z) in A(D), satisfying 
1l.f II < 1 and J‘(Zk) = Ok (lo,1 < 1 ). (7) 
have so far only been given for a disc and a domain between two circles. We 
now give further constructions based on these. 
(i) Ellipse. Suppose D is the elliptical region 1 MS + J(M’~~- 1)’ < p 
@ > l), E’k are given points on ZD, and ok are given in 1 (1 ok 1 < 1). Let 
N = 2n. zk = pm ’ [i+‘k + fiwf -1) 1, z,, , h = z& ‘p ’ (k = I..... n). and define 
where P, is as defined in Section 2. Then f has the properties (7). For 
J'-(W) = c (ik{Pk(z) + P,(z- ‘p ‘)I, where pz = M’ + J(tz” 1). is an analytic 
function of z+z ‘p ? and, hence, of I\‘. Also ,f( M.~) = 
x ukiPk(zk) + pk(z,,+ k )} = uI, from Theorem 2.2. 
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(ii) Eliptical ring: Ellipse with a slit. The construction of Section 3 
with co = c, = 0 and N= 2n leads immediately to a corresponding 
construction for the elliptical ring 
D:p, < Iw+&7=j <P, (PO 2 1>5 
under the conformal mapping 
z=w+\/(w2_1), Zk = Wk + &xii. 
For the function F(w) =f[w + F-1, where f is the function of 
Corollary 3.1, is in A(D) and satisfies (7) (withf, z replaced by F, w). 
In the case p0 = 1, D degenerates into the region between a slit 
) w +fiTTj I = 1 (i.e., -1 < w ,< 1, w real) and an ellipse, where we 
differentiate between the upper and lower edges of the slit in defining 30 and 
the class A(D). 
6. INTERPOLATION PROJECTIONS 
THEOREM 6.1. For any jinitely connected open domain D bounded by 
Jordan curves, the projection I,, from A(D) onto polynomials of degree n - 1 
which interpolate in n given points {zk} of ~30, has Chebyshev norm 
lIZnIl = “YP i l&)lY 
k=l 
where I, are the fundamental polynomials (2) in the Lagrange interpolation 
formula. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Corollary 4.1 and the discussion 
of Section 1. I 
For multiply connected regions, polynomials in z are not really the most 
appropriate approximation subspaces, and so we now consider some 
important special cases. 
THEOREM 6.2. For the open doubly connected domain D between the 
circles Iz - {,,I = p,, and Iz - [, ( = p1 @, < p,,), the projection I,,, on 
polynomials of degree n in (z - c,)-’ and m - 1 in z - &, which interpolate 
in n + m given points (zk} of aD, has Chebyshev norm 
Ilz,,,Il = “;P c ILdz>I, 
k=l 
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where 
L&) = (*,” l,(z). k = l...., n + ~7. 
I 
(8’ 
ProoJ Clearly L,(z) are the fundamental polynomials in the relevant 
Lagrange-type interpolation formula 
The result, therefore. follows from Corollary 4.1 by extending the treatment 
of Section 1. (See 16 1, where this case is discussed in detail with numerical 
results.) I 
COKOLLAKY 6.3. For the open elliptical ring D: 1 6 p(, q ~ 11’ t- 
J’m) 1 < p, bounded bll t,co ellipses \vifh foci * 1. or in the degenerate 
case p. = 1. for an ellipse D M?fh a slit between its foci t I, ihe projection 1:: 
from A(D) onto functions of the fortn 
which interpolate in 2n + 1 given points { \vh 1 of ?D. has Chebyshezs norm 
where L, is defined b>l (8) for <, = 0. In rhe case /J,, = I. ice d&@rentiate 
between the upper and lo\tler edges of the slit in dejining i’D and the class 
A CD). 
ProoJ This result follows immediately from Theorem 6.2. by setting 
&, = <, = 0. m = n + 1. and identifying Z: with I ,,.,, . , under the conformal 
mapping z=w+dm. ISince M.=~(z+-. ‘) and ,;‘(I+.--l)== 
;(z-z~-‘), th e f orm (9) corresponds to a polynomial of degrees n in both 
z -’ and 2.1 1 
Note that Corollary 6.3, for the case p. = 1. is particularly relevant to 
applications in fracture mechanics. Indeed an approximation of a form 
equivalent to (9) is frequently used to represent a complex stress function for 
an elastic body having a straight crack between w = + I. For example. 
Erdogan 17) uses (9) in differentiated form to obtain approximate solutions 
to crack problems. 
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7. MULTIVARIATE FUNCTIONS 
Clearly all the results in this paper may be extended to functions of 
several complex variables, and the reader is referred to [S] for a discussion 
of the details. 
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